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Abstract

The progressive paradigm is a promising strategy to optimize network performance for speech enhancement

purposes. Recent works have shown different strategies to improve the accuracy of speech enhancement solutions

based on this mechanism. This paper studies the progressive speech enhancement using convolutional and residual

neural network architectures and explores two criteria for loss function optimization: weighted and uniform

progressive. This work carries out the evaluation on simulated and real speech samples with reverberation and added

noise using REVERB and VoiceHome datasets. Experimental results show a variety of achievements among the loss

function optimization criteria and the network architectures. Results show that the progressive design strengthens

the model and increases the robustness to distortions due to reverberation and noise.
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1 Introduction
Most deep neural network speech enhancement (DNN-

SE) methods act like a monolithic block, where the noisy

signal is the input to the architecture and the enhanced

signal is the output, while intermediate signals are not

easily interpretable. However, SE can also be performed

as a gradual improvement process, with a step-by-step

speech denoising. In this paradigm, the signal is enhanced

progressively at different system stages, by incrementally

improving the speech quality at each stage in terms of

noise reduction, speech distortion, etc.

The incremental SE paradigm has been recently

approached through the so-called progressive speech

enhancement (PSE) [1–3]. In this mechanism, the net-

work learning process is decomposed in multiple stages,

such that the target is progressively optimized. This way,

the subproblem solved at each stage can boost the sub-

sequent learning in the next stages. Previous works fol-

lowing this strategy have shown improved results for

the progressive architectures compared to usual DNN-SE

methods.
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Previous progressive proposals have focused on the

incremental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reconstruction

at different degrees. In [2], a feedforward deep neural

network implemented a regression scheme, where the net-

work target was learning an ideal binary mask responsible

for improving the SNR three times in 10 dB. The same

example was used with different SNR to achieve the pro-

gressive enhancement. In [3], the authors extended this

work by testing more advanced architectures. Initially, a

reproduction of the procedure in [2] using a long short-

term memory cell (LSTM) showed a degradation of the

SE performance with the number of target layers. Then, at

each cleaning step, they used additional knowledge from

the previous steps, finally achieving an improvement in

performance.

More recently and motivated by the interpretability of

the enhancement process, we have presented a progres-

sive architecture based on wide residual networks [1]. Our

main goal was to understand the enhancement process,

step by step, by using a visualization probe at each net-

work block. Insights provided by the interpretation of the

enhancement process led to the modification of the net-

work architecture, which provided improved results for

the SE process. In the proposed architecture, the mean
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square error (MSE) of the log-spectral amplitude (LSA)

between the enhanced signal and the reference is com-

puted at every network stage and refreshes the backprop-

agation gradients. Furthermore, the reconstruction error

of each block contributes to the optimization loss function

with a weighted progressive mechanism.

Our preliminary approach to this problem had the

intention of just presenting a progressive approach for

DNN speech enhancement [1]. Now, this work deeply

studies the progressive strategy for DNN-SE. This paper

explores the generalization of the training method on

two consolidated DNN architectures used for SE tasks:

a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a residual

neural network (ResNet). This study analyzes two differ-

ent criteria to implement the progressive paradigm: the

weighted progressive (WP) criterion in [1] and a newly

proposed uniform progressive criterion (UP). The UP

criterion implements the final optimization of the loss

function, considering that the reconstruction errors from

all blocks contribute in the same way. Moreover, in this

work, we consider not only the dereverberation problem

but the whole enhancement problem. Also, a wider exper-

imental setup is implemented, including simulated and

real datasets.

More recent DNN architectures used for SE such as

generative adversarial networks (GAN) [4], U-Net [5], or

residual hourglass recurrent neural networks (RHR-Net)

[6] have demonstrated their capabilities and currently they

offer the best results. Despite these architectures could

also benefit from the use of the proposed method, in this

work, we concentrate on the performance on a selected

set of very well-known, simple, and established architec-

tures to show the benefits in terms of performance with-

out negligible increase in computational complexity (very

reduced at training time and no computational increase at

inference time) of the progressive approach disregarding

the specific method or network architecture.

The contributions of this work are:

• Study of the PSE on two consolidated deep neural

network (DNN) architectures: CNN and ResNet.
• Assessment of two criteria for progressive loss

function optimization: weighted and uniform.
• Exploring the space of input features.
• Analysis of the progressive mechanism effect on

gradients and speech quality measures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

summarizes the antecedents of this work. Section 3 goes

deeper into the application of the progressive paradigm

to the loss function. Section 4 describes the experimental

conditions. Section 5 presents some preliminary results

on the vanishing gradient problem, and Section 6 analyzes

the behavior of the CNN/ResNet architectures when they

are using the progressive paradigm by presenting obtained

results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Antecedents
The architectures considered in this work are CNN and

ResNet. In order to adapt these architectures to the

progressive paradigm, it is necessary to add additional

restrictions and modify the loss function. In the following

subsections, we provide an overview of the architecture

design and the loss function that will be the base of this

work.

2.1 Architecture

Architectures based on CNN are capable of exploiting

local patterns in the spectrum from both frequency and

temporal domains [7, 8]. The effect of noise and reverber-

ation appears as a perturbation of the signal spectral shape

extended through a specific time-frequency area. The

natural structure of the speech signal or the distortion pat-

terns can show correlation in consecutive time-frequency

bins in a context. CNN-based architectures effectively

deal with this characteristic of the speech signal structure,

what makes them appropriate for speech enhancement

purposes. CNN has also appeared combined with recur-

rent blocks to further model the dynamic correlations

among consecutive frames [9]. In Fig. 1, we show a typical

structure of a CNN where each architecture block could

have different configurations in terms of convolutional

layers, batch normalization, or non-linearities.

The incorporation of residual connections brought

a regularization potential to the CNN approach [10].

ResNet architecture makes use of shortcut connections

between neural network layers, allowing systems to han-

dle more depth, with faster convergence and a smaller

gradient vanishing effect. Since they can manage deeper

networks, they can be more expressive, provide more

detailed representations of the underlying structure of the

corrupted signal and manage longer contexts. All of this

results in more accurately enhanced speech. We show this

modification in Fig. 2, where we describe the connection

between convolutional blocks in a residual approach.

In [1], we added to the ResNet an additional constraint:

the architecture kept a constant number of channels

along all the blocks of the DNN. The constant num-

ber of channels allowed the output reconstruction and

a visualization probe at any internal block. The manda-

tory progressive signal reconstruction forced an incre-

mental process of the SE that tended to improve the

robustness of the model. Besides, this architecture uses a

weighted composition of reconstruction errors by block

to perform the loss function optimization. This way, each

block makes partial reconstruction, and the next block

has as input a previously enhanced representation of the

signal.
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Fig. 1 Convolutional neural network (CNN). The convolutional block

can have any distribution of convolutional layers and auxiliary layers

such as the batch normalization, or non-linearities

2.2 Loss function

In [1], we proposed an SE system based on the recon-

struction of the LSA of a noisy signal: the audio sig-

nal was reconstructed, by means of the overlap-add

mechanism, using the enhanced logarithmic output spec-

trum with the phase of the original noisy speech. The

loss function was the classical MSE between the LSA

of the reference and the LSA of the enhanced signal,

MSE
(yn,τ , x̂n,τ

) = 1

D

D−1∑
d=0

(
yd,n,τ − x̂d,n,τ

)2
(1)

where D is the signal input dimension, yd,n,τ , x̂d,n,τ are the

frequency bins of the logarithmic spectrum at the training

example n and frame τ . yn,τ is the target vector of the clean
LSA reference, and x̂n,τ is the reconstructed vector of the

enhanced signal.

From our previous experience [1, 11, 12], instead of

using a frame-by-frame loss function, this loss uses the

whole input as a sequence. Namely, the base loss function

Fig. 2 Residual neural network (ResNet). The convolutional block can

have any distribution of convolutional layers and auxiliary layers such

as the batch normalization, or non-linearities. The main difference

between CNN and ResNet is the residual path in ResNet

is the MSE of the LSA over all the examples and sequence

length of an update step,

J
(
Y , X̂

)
= 1

N

N−1∑
n=0

1

T

T−1∑
τ=0

MSE
(yn,τ , x̂n,τ

)
(2)

where Y and X̂ are the LSA representation of the training

update.

Each example is a sequence of all the frames of the

input signal, where N is the number of examples in the

training procedure step, and T is the number of frames

of the example. In order to simplify the training proce-

dure, all the training examples have the same number of

frames. Therefore, the training keeps fixing the same seg-

ment size, which is obtained by randomly cropping the

input signals. This way, any example selected for a training

update is an arbitrary segment of the input example.

Finally, [1] implements the progressive paradigm mod-

ifying the objective loss function composing the MSE
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between noisy input LSA and the enhanced LSA at differ-

ent network levels or blocks. This progressive loss func-

tion is a particular case of this paper proposal, and it will

be studied in detail in the following section.

3 Speech enhancement
This paper aims to study the underlying potential of

the PSE paradigm. Previous works have pointed out

the performance improvement of the SE task in pro-

gressive architecture designs. Beyond these results, this

paper brings the hypothesis that the progressive paradigm

obtains better SE performance because these mechanisms

also refresh gradients during the neural network train-

ing. In the following, we will describe the PSE archi-

tecture proposed in this paper, which is based on our

previous work [1], but additionally includes a set of novel-

ties/contributions designed explicitly for this study.

3.1 Architecture

This paper study will be based on two DNN architectures:

progressive convolutional neural network (P-CNN) and

progressive residual neural network (P-ResNet). Beyond

our previous proposal in [1] using the ResNet topology,

this paper includes the CNN topology with compara-

tive purposes and to extend the study to generalize the

progressive paradigm to different architectures.

Figure 3 represents the front-end of both architectures.

The input signal, x(t), is first windowed, and then, we

obtain the logarithm of the absolute value of its short-term

Fourier transform (STFT), yielding the LSA X. We also

obtain the Mel-scaled filter bank (FB), and Mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients (MFCC) with different windowing

processes to provide additional information to the net-

work, XC .

Fig. 3 Front-end. Preprocessing block at beginning of P-CNN and

P-ResNet architectures

Both architectures keep the same number of channels

along all their convolutional blocks. Also, they use the

same basic convolutional block (Fig. 4) to remain as com-

parable as possible. This convolutional block is composed

of two successive identical structures. This structure starts

with batch normalization, followed by a parametric rec-

tified linear unit (PReLU), and a 1D-Convolutional layer

with the same number of channels at the input and the

output. In Fig. 4, Cs is the number of channels. The

dimension of the kernel (k) is 3 in all convolutions of the

architecture. The output of this structure has the same

dimensions as the enhanced output. Thus, we can obtain

a partially enhanced signal at each block output of P-CNN

and P-ResNet.

For this work, we used 1D-convolutional layers. Unlike

2D-convolutional layers that combine temporal and fre-

quency dimensions locally, 1D-convolutional layers per-

form a global combination over all the frequency dimen-

sions in a short-term temporal context. Recent works sug-

gest that when convolutional architectures are employed,

Fig. 4 Convolutional block. Basic block for composing P-CNN and

P-ResNet architectures
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the use of convolutional layers computed through the

single temporal dimension are more appropriate for the

speech enhancement processing [13, 14].

The multiresolution windowing processing of the signal

contributes to the dereverberation task, especially when

the impulse response is longer than the window length

used in the LSA analysis [15]. Xc output is only used as

input to the first convolutional block as shown in Figs. 1

and 2. The following blocks have the same input and out-

put dimensions to allow the use of the progressive loss

function. By providing the MFCC, the network has the

possibility of calculating average cepstral representations

to help with the channel identification and improve the

dereverberation. The filter bank can also play a role in the

identification of useful speech structures in a perceptual

scale. As we can see in the experiments, their combined

use makes a significant improvement.

3.2 Loss function

In [1], we designed a neural network to have the same

number of channels as the input signal at certain probe

points. To induce the desired behavior, we forced the

desired enhanced signal to be obtained at these points

by adding their reconstruction errors to the training loss,

which provided a progressive reduction of the difference

between the reference signal and the reconstruction after

each block. Unlike the classical layer-wise training, where

a stacking technique is used, we train the whole net-

work against the final objective in the proposed method

but with the additional constraint that a full reconstruc-

tion after each architecture block must be carried out.

Our previous work demonstrated that if we do not force

the reconstruction after each block, intermediate block

outputs are entirely different from our objective and not

interpretable. The inclusion of the reconstruction con-

straint through our loss function allows the visualization

of the enhancement procedure. We can choose an inter-

mediate result to reduce the evaluation computational

cost depending on the application and help the training

procedure to obtain better results.

With the proposed loss function, we add the full recon-

struction constraint after each convolutional block min-

imizing the MSE between the clean reference Y and the

block output X̂b (Fig. 5). Equation 3 shows a general def-

inition of the progressive loss function as a weighted sum

over the reconstruction loss of each convolutional block

Fig. 5 PSE general architecture for P-CNN and P-ResNet. This figure illustrates the application of the progressive loss that allows to directly represent

the output after each block
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Table 1 Training datasets description

Dataset Timit Librispeech TedLium

Files 6299 292329 56704

Speakers 630 2484 698

Speech type Read speech Conference

Interface Close microphone Auditorium microphone

JP
(
Y , X̂

)
=

B∑
b=1

Wb · J
(
Y , X̂b

)
. (3)

Depending on the weights in Equation 3, it is possible to

define different progressive loss function criteria. In [1],

we proposed the WP loss function and here we also pro-

pose the UP criterion. In the next sections, both criteria

are experimentally evaluated in combination with P-CNN

and P-ResNet.

• Weighted progressive (WP): The main weight of the

loss function is the final cost, as usual in

approximation tasks. Then, the cost of all the

architecture blocks is uniformly distributed and

added in a weighted sum,

JWP
(
Y , X̂B

)
= J

(
Y , X̂B

)
+α

1

B

B∑
b=1

J
(
Y , X̂b

)
(4)

where B is the number of blocks of the architecture.

Note that Equation 4 is a particular case of the

general progressive loss function in Equation 3,

whereWb = α/B for b = 1, . . . ,B − 1 and

WB = 1 + α/B . This loss function implements

progressive processing along blocks, i.e., every

intermediate block reconstructs the enhanced signal.

This design forces the enhancement process to be

incremental, from slightly to detailed cleaning. In the

end, this processing complements the traditional

process to obtain the final system output, namely the

standard back-propagation of gradients throughout

the full architecture (output-input).
• Uniform progressive (UP): This loss function

proposes a uniform distribution of the block losses

along the architecture,

JUP
(
Y , X̂B

)
= 1

B

B∑
b=1

J
(
Y , X̂b

)
, (5)

which is a special case of Equation 3 where

Wb = 1/B for b = 1, . . . ,B.
With this strategy, all the outputs have the same

impact in the reconstruction. This way, every block

can equally contribute to the final loss, and the full

architecture makes the same effort in the signal

reconstruction.

4 Experimental setup
4.1 Training data

For DNN training, we have used three different public

datasets: Tedlium [16] from Ted talks; Librispeech [17],

audio-books; and Timit [18], a phonetically balanced dis-

tributed read speech. These datasets are fully employed,

without any partition. See Table 1 for the characteristics

of the datasets.

4.2 Data augmentation: reverberated and noisy training

data

Data augmentation using reverberation and additive noise

was performed at the training set. For each random train-

ing example, there are three transformations (See Table 2

for further details):

1 Impulse responses: We simulated random rooms and

source-receiver distances described through the

room impulse responses (RIR) using the python

package rir-generator1 [19]. For the data

augmentation loop, there are three different kinds of

simulated rooms: small, medium, and large, selected

with a probability of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2.

2 Additive noise: We add some noise, with SNR

uniformly sampled between 5 and 25 dB, from the

music and noise files in the Musan dataset [20]. Note

that among the noise files, there is crowd noise, but

there is not any intelligible speech.

3 Time scaling: We randomly select a scale between 0.8

and 1.2. There are signals with no scaling, i.e., the

original speed. Some others are slowed down or sped

up.

4.3 Evaluation data

For evaluation purposes, we use two databases: (1)

REVERB [21] and (2) VoiceHome v0.2 [22] and v1.0

[23]. REVERB is divided in a development set (REVERB-

Dev), generally used for evaluating intermediate results

during the study, and an evaluation set (REVERB-Eval),

for confirming the results and evaluation of the system.

VoiceHome evaluates the system in a realistic domestic

environment with noise and reverberation. So, with these

two databases, we can separate two conditions:

1https://github.com/Marvin182/rir-generator
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Table 2 RIR and noise for training data augmentation

Room impulse responses

Small Medium Large

Probability 0.5 0.3 0.2

Size (x,y,z)[m] x ∼ U(1, 6), y ∼ U(1, 6), z ∼ U(2, 3.5) x ∼ U(6, 10), y ∼ U(6, 10), z ∼ U(3, 5) x ∼ U(10, 20), y ∼ U(10, 20), z ∼ U(4, 6)

RT60[s] RT60 ∼ U(0.1, 0.25)

Distance[m] 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5

Microphone type Bidirectional, hypercardiodid, cardioid, subcardoid, omnidirectional

Noise

Music 659 files

Noise 929 files

SNR [dB] SNR ∼ U(5, 25)

Simulated data Part of the REVERB dataset corresponds

to simulated conditions. They are speech samples from

the WSJCAM0 corpus [24] combined with three kinds of

RIR: small, medium, and big room (RT60 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.7s).
For each one, there are two source-mic distances: far (2m)

and near (0.5m). Also, a stationary noise was added from

the same rooms (SNR = 20dB). For this study, we only

use the first channel of the eight available. We also add

five noises (SNR = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25dB) to all signals

at the simulated condition of REVERB. These are babble

noise, cafe environment noise, music, street environment

with lot of traffic, and noise captured inside a moving

tram.

Real data We used two evaluation sets with real condi-

tions: the real part in REVERB and VoiceHome dataset

(v0.2 and v1.0). REVERB was recorded in a meeting room

with RT60 = 0.7s at two distances: far (2.5 m) and near

(1m), fromMC-WSJ-AV [25]. VoiceHome corresponds to

a realistic domestic environment with everyday noises like

a vacuum cleaner, dish-washing, or sound of TV shows.

4.4 Speech quality measures

To measure the level of denoising and dereverberation

achieved by the PSE method, we estimate the segmen-

tal SNR [26] and the speech-to-reverberation modula-

tion energy ratio (SRMR) [27, 28]. In these metrics, the

higher the values, the better speech quality. However,

it is well-known that the SE processing might generate

distortion on the output speech. Therefore, for the sim-

ulated dataset, we also measure the distortion between

the clean reference and enhanced speech using the log-

likelihood ratio (LLR) [29]. In this case, lower values mean

less distortion, so the better quality of the speech. The

combination of both speech quality viewpoints, i.e., the

trade-off between noise/reverberation reduction and dis-

tortion, provides a general assessment of the SE method

performance. This way, the best enhancement system is

the one which improves SNR or SRMR, but retains the

distortion, in this case, measured with LLR, as low as pos-

sible. Additionally we use the well-known PESQ measure

[30] for simulated data. PESQ measure is in range 0-5

where the higher the better performance.

4.5 Neural network configuration

The input provided to the CNN, ResNet, P-CNN, and

P-ResNet architectures consists of the logarithm of the

magnitude of the 512-STFT of the corrupted signal, sam-

pled at 16 kHz. The STFT is computed every 10 ms for a

25 ms sliding Hamming window. We also concatenate the

Mel-Scaled Filter-bank and the MFCC as auxiliary inputs,

with filter bank sizes 32, 50, and 100, every 10 ms. MFCC

are computed using the discrete cosine transform (DCT)

without truncation. However, each frequency resolution

has a different sliding Hamming window of 25 ms, 50 ms,

and 75 ms respectively. These auxiliary features provide

different frequency and temporal resolutions, which can

benefit the speech enhancement process [15]. Taking into

account that the LSA dimension is 512, the overall input

size is 876.

For all the experiments, we use adaptive moment esti-

mator (Adam) as the update function. Each layer has 512

neurons to follow the philosophy of maintaining unal-

tered the number of channels along the architecture. The

training consists of 900 epochs. For each epoch, 10,000

input files are randomly selected from the training set. As

long as there are unused training examples, no file can

be selected more than once. Batch normalization moving

parameters are blocked after epoch 700. For the JWP loss

function, we use α = 0.1 as in [1], which provided the best

SRMR value on REVERB-Dev.

5 Preliminary gradient study
This section presents a preliminary study of the behav-

ior of the gradient to explore how the injection of new

fresh gradients at different architecture levels improve
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the training procedure. When gradients back-propagate

through a large number of layers, they tend to lose energy.

Thus, their ability to move weights of the layers near to

the input is reduced. The proposed PSE method feeds

a fresh and stronger gradient after each block to move

the weights of each layer. In order to check this, we

design an experiment to observe the energy of the gra-

dients that modify the weights of the first convolutional

block during the 100 first optimization updates. This

procedure is repeated 100 times with different weight

initializations to observe the variance among different

starts and the variation of this gradient energy during

optimization.

Figure 6 presents the results obtained for P-CNN and P-

ResNet architectures, for non-progressive baselines, and

for each proposed progressive criteria. There is a notice-

able difference in the behavior of the two structures. In P-

CNN, there is a significant difference among the gradient

energy of each compared system. The lower energy corre-

sponds to the baseline architecture, the one without any

progressive assumption. On the other hand, the progres-

sive mechanisms show a significant lifting of the gradient

energy. These boosted gradients have more strength to

move the weights allowing a better learning at inner layers

of the whole architecture.

In contrast, in P-ResNet, there is no relevant difference

between the gradient energy of the progressive techniques

and that of the no progressive baseline at the first convo-

lutional block. Consider that P-ResNet is an architecture

designed to deal with the vanishing problem, and thanks

to residual connections, the gradients have a shortcut to

propagate up to the first layers without vanishing. In this

case, injecting new gradients does not push much more

the previous gradients. However, the new gradients are

more accurate because they directly come from the target

evaluation at the output of each architecture block.

6 Results and discussion
6.1 Analysis of alternatives for the DNN input

In this section, we present a study to asses that the com-

bined use of complementary inputs to the corrupted LSA

may improve the performance of the system. We use mul-

tiresolution in the MFCC and FB inputs as described

in Section 4.5, but we perform an ablation study about

the use of each feature type. For this study, we focus on

the dereverberation performance of the P-ResNet with

Fig. 6Mean and standard deviation (shaded area) of the log-energy of the gradients of 100 random network initialization during the 100 first

mini-batches in training. The log-energy is measured on the nearest block to the input
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Table 3 Evaluation of the use of complementary information at the input of the P-ResNet with WP architecture over the REVERB-Dev

dataset in terms of reverberation measured with SRMR

Complementary info. Real condition Simulated condition

Without 6.55 7.99

FB 7.25 8.31

MFCC 7.07 8.44

FB + MFCC 7.14 8.41

Bold text remarks on the best result per condition and italic text the second best

WP over the REVERB-Dev dataset in real and simulated

conditions.

Table 3 shows that the best results in simulated condi-

tions are attained using only MFCC, but for real condi-

tions they are obtained with FB features. On average, the

combined use of both features, FB and MFCC, provides

the best performance, especially compared to the use of

LSA without any auxiliary inputs.

6.2 Architecture depth analysis

SE progressive methods use a sequence of steps to per-

form the enhancement.We have to determine the number

of steps or the number of blocks that composes the archi-

tecture. Table 4 shows the architecture depth study in

terms of SRMR over the REVERB-Dev dataset. This study

shows the results for simulated and real conditions and

the average of both.

Result indicate that the configuration with 16 blocks

achieves the best performance for all the evaluated con-

ditions. Note how progressive systems can achieve high

SRMR, both for simulated and real conditions. This con-

sistency among different conditions demonstrates how

the progressive strategy can provide a better generaliza-

tion to the DNN training.

For CNN topology, the reference system in real condi-

tions quickly degrades the performance with the depth of

the architecture. Besides, results for P-CNN with UP are

better than the CNN reference system, i.e., P-CNN with

UP does not degrade as fast as CNN reference system as

depth increases.

For ResNet topology, the availability of residual con-

nections works well with a high number of blocks.

For instance, the results of the ResNet reference sys-

tem achieve the best performance on simulated condi-

tions with the deeper architecture (32 blocks). However,

note that in real conditions, the ResNet reference sys-

tem achieves the best result with 8 blocks versus the 32

blocks for simulated conditions. Nevertheless, P-ResNet

Table 4 Speech quality in terms of SRMR for simulated and real reverberated speech samples through architecture depth for

REVERB-Dev dataset. The last rows represents the mean and standard deviation along the experiments presented for each column

Reference systems Progressive systems

Condition Blocks depth CNN ResNet P-CNNwith WP P-CNNwith UP P-ResNet with WP P-ResNet with UP

Simulated

8 7.33 8.23 6.49 7.53 8.31 7.91

16 7.60 8.27 8.96 7.70 8.41 8.05

24 8.87 8.14 6.18 8.09 8.03 8.02

32 7.01 8.56 7.65 7.41 7.98 7.78

Real

8 6.05 6.82 4.90 6.32 7.06 6.91

16 5.98 5.81 3.74 7.26 7.14 6.85

24 4.76 5.77 2.07 6.90 6.53 6.91

32 3.35 6.33 2.33 6.34 5.97 6.62

AVG5±STD

8 6.69±0.64 7.52±0.70 5.69±0.79 6.92±0.60 7.68±0.62 7.41±0.50

16 6.79±0.81 7.04±1.23 6.35±2.61 7.48±0.22 7.77±0.63 7.45±0.60

24 6.81±2.05 6.97±1.16 4.12±2.05 7.49±0.59 7.28±0.75 7.46±0.55

32 5.18±1.83 7.44±1.11 4.99±2.66 6.87±0.53 6.97±1.00 7.20±0.58

Bold values show the best result for each condition
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with WP improves the reference best result in real con-

ditions with 16 blocks, which is also the P-ResNet best

configuration in simulated conditions.

6.3 Progressive enhancement along architecture blocks

In this section, we analyze the behavior of the PSE on

speech data affected by different reverberation levels. We

use signals from large and small rooms from the simulated

condition of REVERB-Dev, which provides samples with

several room sizes and source-microphone distances.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the MSE between the

clean reference and the reconstruction at each block out-

put for P-CNN and P-ResNet with WP and UP crite-

ria. First, we can observe that the reconstruction error

decreases with the distance between source and micro-

phone, i.e., there is less error for samples in the near

distance. In near conditions, the source is close to the

receiver and the energy of the direct path speech is larger

than that of the reverberate path. Therefore, the reverber-

ation effect does not affect considerably to the listener,

generating less error at the evaluation.

Concerning the room size, the far distance in a large

room achieves the higher errors for all evaluated cases,

which is an expected result because this condition

presents the highest reverberation level. However, note

that for the small room condition, there is not noticeable

difference between far and near conditions, since in small

rooms the reverberation level is lower.

In relation to the progressive supervision, there is a

noticeable drop in the error at the last block in P-CNN

with WP. In P-ResNet with WP, there is also some drop

in the last block, but the overall enhancement is more

distributed among all the blocks. WP is making a great

effort in the reconstruction at this last block. Conversely,

the reconstruction effort of UP is more gradual and dis-

tributed among all the blocks. For P-CNN with UP, the

error remains quite stable for all the blocks. In the small

room condition, the error increases in the first block until

it stabilizes, which could suggest improving the SE perfor-

mance by reconstructing from the first layer. However, in

the big room condition, the error decreases with blocks.

In P-ResNet, we can see a constant decrease in error along

the blocks as expected.

Results indicate that the use of progressive supervision

is favorable to the SE system, even though depending on

the architecture, the more suitable progressive strategy

can vary. In general, we can conclude that PSE contributes

to the neural network results improvement.

Due to the different behavior between real and simu-

lated, we show the average among conditions to see the

trend. Once again, we can see that for all progressive

systems the best performance is obtained with B = 16.

Fig. 7MSE between clean reference and reconstruction output at each block on the REVERB-Dev set. The dark line shows the mean and the shaded

area around shows the standard deviation
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Finally, to check the effect of the progressive design

directly on the enhancement performance, Fig. 8 shows

the evolution of speech quality measures (SRMR, LLR,

and PESQ) after each block of the network. Note that

when reverberation is highly removed, the distortion

can worsen. This indicates that there exists a trade-off

between dereverberation and distortion. Finally, PESQ

curves show that the overall performance is improved

with the block number. The increase of performance is

sharp at the last block for WP and smoother for UP.

6.4 Dereverberation

To assess the impact of the PSE proposal in dereverbera-

tion tasks, we use SRMR quality measure and LLR for the

distortion introduced by the method. This last one only

for simulated conditions. Experiments are conducted on

REVERB-Eval and VoiceHome v0.2 and v1.0, which also

have some noisy conditions. For comparison purposes, we

use a DNN variation of the state-of-the-art dereverbera-

tion method weighted prediction error (WPE) [31], which

uses LSTM [32] .

Table 5 shows the SRMR, LLR, and PESQ results for

reference and progressive systems. PSE methods present

the best results. In simulated conditions, the best SRMR

corresponds to P-CNN with WP, although it also intro-

duces the highest distortion. P-ResNet with WP achieved

a bit less SRMR but with less distortion, making it a bet-

ter speech quality trade-off. We can conclude that the

Fig. 8 Evolution of SRMR, LLR, and PESQ for convolutional blocks at P-ResNet with aWP and b UP on the REVERB-Dev set. The dark line shows the

mean and the shaded area around shows the standard deviation
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Table 5 Speech quality in terms of SRMR, LLR, and PESQ for simulated and real reverberated speech. The last row represents the mean

and standard deviation along the experiments presented in each column

Reference systems Progressive systems

Dataset Unproc. WPE [32] CNN ResNet P-CNN P-CNN P-ResNet P-ResNet

with WP with UP with WP with UP

Simulated condition

REVERB SRMR 6.34 6.64 7.37 7.90 8.16 7.46 8.08 7.84

Eval LLR 0.57 0.49 0.47 0.79 0.53 0.48 0.49

PESQ 2.27 2.57 2.68 2.16 2.43 2.73 2.57

Real condition

REVERB Eval SRMR 3.44 3.74 5.86 5.79 3.84 7.23 7.00 6.83

VoiceHome V0.2 SRMR 3.23 3.38 5.80 5.69 2.58 5.49 7.32 5.72

VoiceHome V1.0 SRMR 4.04 4.47 5.89 6.13 2.78 5.81 7.31 6.27

Average

AVG±STD SRMR 4.26±1.24 4.56±1.26 6.23±0.66 6.38±0.89 4.34±2.26 6.50±0.86 7.43±0.40 6.66±0.78

Bold results correspond with the best dataset value, and italic results show the second-best value

PSE introduces additional distortion, but it is not signif-

icant compared with the performance increase in terms

of SRMR. The overall quality represented with the PESQ

measure confirms that. Regarding quality and intelligibil-

ity measures for simulated conditions, the best results are

those of P-ResNet with WP, which obtains the best trade-

off between high dereverberation and low distortion.

In real conditions, the best result for the REVERB

dataset corresponds to P-CNN with UP, while for the

VoiceHome dataset, the best result corresponds to P-

ResNet withWP. This last one is themost consistent along

the databases because, although for the REVERB dataset

was not the best result, P-ResNet with WP is the second-

best. The P-CNNwith UP has a high discrepancy between

simulated and real conditions.

Table 5 also shows the average (AVG) of the evalu-

ated systems for each architecture and its standard devi-

ation (STD). In this case, P-ResNet with WP achieves

the best result and with less variability between evalua-

tion datasets. This outcome demonstrates that P-ResNet

withWP is the best performing structure. Thus, P-ResNet

with WP is the most general-purpose architecture for

dereverberation approaches.

6.5 Noise reduction in reverberate environment

This section discusses the performance of the proposed

systems on noise reduction using the noisy simulated data

on REVERB (see Section 4.3). SNR measures the speech

quality performance of SE for denoising level, and LLR,

for distortion level. PESQ measures also show the overall

quality of speech enhancement.

Figure 9 shows the SNR increase and LLR after speech

enhancement (y-axis) versus the initial SNR at the input

(x-axis). �SNR is the improvement we measure in the

estimated output SNR with the Wada method [26] after

enhancement, with respect to the input SNR: �SNR =
SNROut − SNRIn The results are consistent with previ-

ous dereverberation results shown in Section 6.4. For

CNN topology, the P-CNNwith UP achieves the best out-

come, while for ResNet topology, the P-ResNet with WP

achieves the best performance.

In evaluation, we used input signals with SNR = 0.

We did not include this condition in the training pro-

cedure, but all the systems obtain an excellent result on

enhancement at this point. Moreover, while the input is

less challenging, the systems gain in performance until the

input is so clean that the systems cannot clean it much

more.

In terms of distortion, systems with less LLR are those

without progressive supervision, but P-ResNet systems

are very close to them. In CNN architecture, UP does not

introducemuchmore distortion than its reference system.

Nevertheless, in ResNet architecture, all systems distorted

the signal in the same way, although at low input SNR

levels, the reference system is the less distorter system.

Table 6 summarizes the results of the noise reduction

evaluation, namely the average of �SNR, distortion, and
PESQ of all noise types and initial SNR for each evaluated

system (See the full results in Table 7). The best denois-

ing system is the P-ResNet with WP, followed by P-CNN

with UP. These two systems significantly outperform the

reference systems of the same architectures, either CNN

or ResNet. In the case of P-CNN with WP, there is a huge

decrease in performance.

Let us consider now what is the best trade-off in practi-

cal terms for SNR-Distortion. The system that introduces
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Fig. 9 �SNR = SNROut − SNRIn and LLR after enhancement for both architectures in REVERB-Eval with noise

less distortion is the reference ResNet, but it is also one

of the worst at denoising. The second-best system at dis-

tortion level is P-ResNet with WP. In addition to that,

this is also the best system for denoising tasks. In terms

of speech quality, PESQ corroborates that the best sys-

tem is P-ResNet withWP. Therefore, we can conclude that

the progressive strategy also works well for noise reduc-

tion, and the system which offers the best trade-off is the

P-ResNet with WP.

7 Conclusions
This paper presented a study of PSE, including analysis

with CNN and ResNet architectures. Two criteria for pro-

gressive loss function optimization have been explored,

the weighted and uniform progressive strategies, this last

one being a novel proposal. Results have demonstrated

that progressive supervision is valuable in both CNN

and ResNet architectures. The proposals have achieved

an improvement in dereverberation and denoising tasks

Table 6 Summary of speech quality in terms of �SNR, LLR, and PESQ for simulated reverberated and noisy speech samples in

REVERB-Eval. Mean through all noise types and initial SNR levels conditions evaluated

Reference Systems Progressive Systems

CNN ResNet CNNwith WP CNNwith UP ResNet with WP ResNet with UP

�SNR [dB] 21.29 20.36 10.46 34.36 36.28 22.23

LLR 0.58 0.54 0.83 0.61 0.57 0.58

PESQ 2.24 2.37 1.81 2.14 2.39 2.21

Bold results correspond with the best dataset value, and italic results show the second-best value
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Table 7 Results in simulated REVERB-Eval set for different noises at different initial SNR

SNRInput Babble Cafe Music Traffic Tram Average

CNN (estimated SNR / LLR)

0 12.74 / 0.84 20.00 / 0.77 13.24 / 0.93 29.68 / 0.71 26.09 / 0.76 20.35 / 0.80

5 29.24 / 0.64 34.23 / 0.60 26.62 / 0.66 42.24 / 0.56 42.28 / 0.59 34.92 / 0.61

10 38.65 / 0.54 40.57 / 0.53 32.45 / 0.54 42.83 / 0.51 42.10 / 0.53 39.32 / 0.53

15 37.14 / 0.51 37.31 / 0.51 33.95 / 0.51 38.47 / 0.50 37.78 / 0.51 36.93 / 0.51

20 35.86 / 0.50 35.76 / 0.50 34.71 / 0.50 35.95 / 0.50 35.88 / 0.50 35.63 / 0.50

25 35.61 / 0.50 35.59 / 0.50 35.37 / 0.50 35.65 / 0.50 35.63 / 0.50 35.57 / 0.50

P-CNN with WP (estimated SNR / LLR)

0 10.45 / 0.93 15.38 / 0.90 11.11 / 1.06 17.56 / 0.89 16.35 / 0.92 14.17 / 0.94

5 19.18 / 0.83 22.31 / 0.82 18.73 / 0.89 24.51 / 0.81 24.01 / 0.82 21.75 / 0.84

10 24.06 / 0.80 25.32 / 0.80 23.09 / 0.81 26.33 / 0.79 26.00 / 0.80 24.96 / 0.80

15 25.41 / 0.79 25.71 / 0.79 24.77 / 0.79 26.12 / 0.79 25.81 / 0.79 25.57 / 0.79

20 25.66 / 0.79 25.69 / 0.79 25.34 / 0.79 25.74 / 0.79 25.68 / 0.79 25.62 / 0.79

25 25.69 / 0.79 25.70 / 0.79 25.61 / 0.79 25.73 / 0.79 25.70 / 0.79 25.68 / 0.79

P-CNN with UP (estimated SNR / LLR)

0 14.34 / 0.84 34.01 / 0.78 15.58 / 0.99 31.38 / 0.72 41.89 / 0.78 27.44 / 0.82

5 34.57 / 0.65 51.18 / 0.63 34.37 / 0.71 46.58 / 0.61 55.58 / 0.62 44.46 / 0.64

10 49.16 / 0.57 54.36 / 0.56 47.56 / 0.57 53.47 / 0.55 55.58 / 0.56 52.03 / 0.56

15 52.56 / 0.54 53.52 / 0.54 50.77 / 0.54 54.54 / 0.54 54.40 / 0.54 53.16 / 0.54

20 52.19 / 0.53 52.28 / 0.53 51.36 / 0.53 52.42 / 0.53 52.46 / 0.53 52.14 / 0.53

25 51.99 / 0.53 51.95 / 0.53 51.78 / 0.53 51.98 / 0.53 51.94 / 0.53 51.93 / 0.53

ResNet (estimated SNR / LLR)

0 12.94 / 0.79 27.71 / 0.73 15.39 / 0.84 27.58 / 0.67 32.64 / 0.73 23.25 / 0.75

5 26.44 / 0.59 38.18 / 0.55 27.15 / 0.59 35.72 / 0.53 43.03 / 0.55 34.11 / 0.56

10 34.51 / 0.51 37.63 / 0.50 31.89 / 0.50 36.97 / 0.49 39.25 / 0.49 36.05 / 0.50

15 34.96 / 0.48 35.46 / 0.48 33.55 / 0.48 36.04 / 0.47 35.94 / 0.48 35.19 / 0.48

20 34.41 / 0.47 34.45 / 0.47 33.86 / 0.47 34.50 / 0.47 34.51 / 0.47 34.35 / 0.47

25 34.21 / 0.47 34.24 / 0.47 34.07 / 0.47 34.26 / 0.47 34.23 / 0.47 34.20 / 0.47

P-ResNet with WP (estimated SNR / LLR)

0 15.22 / 0.86 32.58 / 0.79 14.14 / 1.02 29.04 / 0.75 39.48 / 0.79 26.09 / 0.84

5 38.97 / 0.64 57.25 / 0.60 36.74 / 0.70 51.67 / 0.59 62.66 / 0.61 49.46 / 0.63

10 53.23 / 0.52 57.93 / 0.51 49.75 / 0.53 58.03 / 0.50 59.30 / 0.51 55.65 / 0.51

15 54.03 / 0.49 55.02 / 0.48 51.38 / 0.49 56.45 / 0.48 55.36 / 0.48 54.45 / 0.48

20 53.71 / 0.48 53.73 / 0.48 52.31 / 0.48 54.07 / 0.48 53.80 / 0.48 53.52 / 0.48

25 53.60 / 0.48 53.58 / 0.48 53.28 / 0.48 53.68 / 0.48 53.56 / 0.48 53.54 / 0.48

P-ResNet with UP (estimated SNR / LLR)

0 10.65 / 0.86 20.78 / 0.82 11.41 / 0.99 20.74 / 0.77 22.91 / 0.83 17.30 / 0.85

5 24.49 / 0.65 34.68 / 0.62 23.54 / 0.69 31.38 / 0.59 38.09 / 0.62 30.44 / 0.63

10 38.09 / 0.54 40.87 / 0.53 34.71 / 0.54 40.11 / 0.51 42.19 / 0.52 39.19 / 0.53

15 41.02 / 0.50 41.27 / 0.50 38.70 / 0.50 42.06 / 0.49 41.65 / 0.50 40.94 / 0.50

20 40.53 / 0.49 40.41 / 0.49 39.40 / 0.49 40.56 / 0.49 40.50 / 0.49 40.28 / 0.49

25 40.26 / 0.49 40.25 / 0.49 40.02 / 0.49 40.31 / 0.49 40.28 / 0.49 40.22 / 0.49
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without a significant increase of distortion. In conclu-

sion, we can state that the more consistent architecture

along this study is the P-ResNet with weighted progres-

sive criterion. This system achieved a positive trade-off

throughout the evaluated conditions while staying com-

petitive along all the experiments performed. These archi-

tectures obtained good results in dereverberation and also

in denoising, so these architectures are advisable in speech

enhancement tasks.

Future work will further study the progressive strategy

on additional DNN architectures such as U-Net andGAN.

We will also assess the performance of 2D-convolutions,

as the core of convolutional blocks, and compare them

with 1D-convolutions.
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